TRANSLATION-INVARIANT OPERATORS OF WEAK TYPE DANIEL M. OBERLIN
Let G be a locally compact group and let m be a left Ήaar measure on G. For 0 < p < oo, let L P (G) be the usual Lebesgue space of functions f on G for which \f(x)\*dm(xή < oo .
If T is a linear operator which takes L P (G), or a subspace of L P (G), into measurable functions on G, then T is said to be of weak type (p, p) if there exists a positive constant C such that m{xeG:\Tf(x)\ ^α} ^ C||/||J/α* for feL*(G), a > 0 .
We are interested in the translation-invariant operators of weak type (p, p).
To be more precise, for x e G we define the left and right translation operators L x and R x by L x f(y) = f(xy) and R x f{y) = f(yx) for functions f on G and 2/ 6 G. An operator Γ will be called translationinvariant if T commutes with each R x : TR X = R X T for each xeG. We shall prove the following theorems. THEOREM 
Suppose that the locally compact group G is amenable. IfO<p<q^2 and T is a translation-invariant operator of weak type (p, p) on L P (G), then T is a bounded linear operator on L q (G).
THEOREM 2. Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group and suppose that 0 < p < 1.
Then T is a translation-invariant operator of weak type (p, p) on L P (G) if and only if T has the form ΣϊU <&»£»»
for distinct x n eG and complex numbers a n satisfying \a n \ = Q(n~1 /P ).
To state Theorem 3 we need some additional terminology. For a compact group G, let Σ denote the dual object of G. For 0 < p < oo and a subset E of Σ> let (SL(2, JB)) [5] . Theorem 2 is an analogue of the result of [7] for operators of weak type. For the circle group T, Theorem 2 was established in [8] . But the methods of [8] do not seem to generalize beyond the case of compact G.
Theorem 3 is a partial answer to question (ii) of [6] . We mention that if 2 < q < p -2m(m = 2, 3, •••)»* translation-invariant operator on L\ may fail to be bounded on h\ [1] .
2* The proofs* We begin with some preliminaries from probability theory. Our probability space will be the unit interval I equipped with Lebesgue measure, which we shall denote by P.
Fix q with 0 < q ^ 2. A complex-valued random variable g on I is said to be g-stable of type k > 0 if its characteristic function 0) = \ exp ( -iΈLe[zg(j£) 
. Now suppose that {βrJJLi is a sequence of independent g-stable random variables of type 1 defined on /. We shall need the facts that given n and complex numbers c l9 , c nf
For fixed q with 0 < q ^ 2 there exists a decreasing nonnegative function φ q defined on (0, 00) such that if g is a q-stable random variable of type k on I, then
Proof. This follows from the fact that g/k is g-stable of type 1 if g is g-stable of type k.
Our next lemma is a result for operators of weak type analogous to Lemma 2 of [4] . LEMMA 
Fix p and q with 0 < p < q ^ Let T be a linear operator of weak type (p f p) on a subspdce S of L P (G). There exists a positive constant C such that the following holds: If f(x, y) is a continuous function of compact support on GxG such that /(•, y)eS for each y e G, then, for a
, E m QG and continuous compactly-supported functions fc^ , & m e S such that if Z< is the characteristic function of ^ and if then support (f n ) Q K for some compact Kξ^G and all n, and sup {\f n (χ 9 y) -f{x, y) |: (a?, |/)e(?x(ϊ} = o^" 1 ) .
In the following, C will denote a positive constant which is independent of / but may increase from line to line. The hypothesis on T implies that C may be chosen large enough to insure that
JG
Integrating this inequality over G with respect to y, applying Fubini's theorem, and taking into account (4), we find that
It follows that, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we can assume Γ/ Λ ( , 2/)(&) -> Γ/( ,!/)(«) almost everywhere on G x G. Thus, by Fatou's lemma,
all α e G .
Let ^g be the function in Lemma 1 and let α, β > 0 be arbitrary. Since ^ς is decreasing, it follows from the inequality above and another application of Fatou's lemma that
and so (3) 
Integrating this over 7, using Fubini's theorem, and recalling (2), we find that^
Cβ-' \ (ϊ
For fixed a; 6 G, (1) implies that Σf g^Th^x) is symmetric ^-stable of type (ΣΓ I ΓA^C*) \ψ". Thus Lemma 1 and (7) yield
Now (6) follows from (4) and the representation 
Since y e V implies u{ y~x) = 1 on the support of h, it follows that the latter integral is (
10) S \Th(xy)\«dm(y) = \ \Th{y)X v (χ-ι y)Ydm(y) .
Here X v denotes the characteristic function of the set V. Now if xe U, then Xyίx^y) = 1 as long as yeK= K~\ Thus, for xe U,
[ \Th(y)\'dm(y) ^ \ \Th(y)X v (x~1y)\ 9 dm(y) .
Together with (9) and (10) this gives if x e U. It follows that
m\xeG: (\ \T{u{.)h{-y)){x)\«dm(y) m{U) .

On the other hand, Lemma 2 (with f(x, y) = u(x)h(xy) and a = \Th{y)\"dm(y)\ )
implies that the LHS of (11) is
That is,
m{U) S C\\u(x)\'dm(x) §\h(y)\<dm^ ,
which completes the proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let h be any continuous compactly-supported function on G, and let K be any compact symmetric subset of G containing the support of i A characteristic property of amenable groups [3] implies that there exists a compact subset U of G with m(KKU)/m(U) < 2. It follows that there exists a continuous compactly-supported function u on G with u = 1 on KKU and Theorem 3 follows immediately from the conclusion of Lemma 3.
To establish Theorem 2 we require two more lemmas. 
JG
Proof. Choose nonnegative measurable functions F n on G with
and, similarly, 11/,||; = -\\dH(X) for each n. Then
Now (15) 
This is (18) and so the proof of the lemma is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. The "if" part of Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5. So suppose T is a translation-invariant operator of weak type (p, p) on L P (G) (0 < p < 1), and we will show that T has the form Σϊ=i0*lr β|l , \ a «\ = 0(^"
). Fix g with 0 < p < q <; 2. We will begin by showing that T is "locally bounded" on
L<(G).
Let U and V be neighborhoods of the identity in G with U relatively compact, V symmetric, (20), from the translationinvariance of T, and from the subadditivity of || ||J that T is actually bounded on L q (G) . Now the theorem in [6] shows that T has the 164 DANIEL M. OBERLIN form XΓ a n L Xn for distinct x n eG and numbers a n satisfying XΓ | a n \ q < 00. Using the fact that T is actually of weak type (p, p), it is easy to see that card{w: |αj ^ a} = 0(aΓ p ) (α > 0) .
Thus if {|α*|}ϊ =1 is a decreasing rearrangement of the sequence {| α»| }SU> it follows that |αί| = 0(w" 1/2) ). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
